2019 recipients of the Fellowship Program for High School and Two-year College Teachers
Section on Statistics and Data Science Education

Kathy Kubo teaches in the Department of Mathematics, College of the Canyons, part of the California two-year college system. She helped create their redesigned statistics pathway, then led a faculty training program, enabling them to triple their section offerings. She has participated in TANGO Stat Ed, worked with Stanford University's Open Learning Initiative to revise their Concepts in Statistics courseware, and was a writing team member for the ASA’s Two-Year College Data Science Summit. She currently works with the California Acceleration Project and coordinates the Chancellor’s Office Statistics Institute, showcasing how to successfully implement GAISE guidelines and active learning in the classroom.

Amy Hogan has been teaching mathematics and statistics in New York City public high schools since 2003, currently in the Mathematics Department at the Brooklyn Technical High School. The AP Statistics program at Brooklyn Tech has grown from two sections to nine sections in less than 10 years. Amy has been active in numerous programs and conferences including AP Statistics, Math for America, USCOTS, and ICOTS. Her co-presentation at ICOTS-10 was on building support communities for statistics educators. She is the author of the blog, *A Little Stats*, and active on Twitter.